WEKIVA ISLAND RULES & INFORMATION

Please take time to carefully review our Rules & Regulations before your arrival and share them with your party to ensure you have a fun and relaxing day at Wekiva Island. If any of these below items are not properly followed, you may be asked to leave without refund.

ARRIVAL
- Cabana rentals are from 9am - 5pm and there is a $1 entry fee per person. Please check in at the bar when you arrive.
- It is important to start your party early if you want all of your guests to get in. Once the Island reaches max capacity no more guests are allowed in. **We recommend having all of your guests arrive before 10 AM** as it fills up fast on the weekends.
- Please note that the speed limit is 30 MPH on Miami Springs Drive. Please do 30 or LESS! It keeps our neighbors happy, us happy and everyone safe.

PARKING
Each Cabana comes with 2 marked parking spots. Please park in front of the post for YOUR cabana only and pull up close to the post so that the 2nd vehicle can fit behind you. When parking reaches capacity, we can not allow more cars in until others leave. Encourage your guests to carpool! Unfortunately, there is no outside parking and guests cannot enter on foot unless you live in the neighborhood and can prove your address.

FOOD/DRINK
- **You are NOT allowed to bring any alcohol** onto our property. This includes the parking lot and the river. This rule is very strictly enforced and you or your guests will be asked to leave if this law (Florida Statute 562.02) is violated. Craft beer and wine can be purchased at our on-site bar!!
- 6 waters will be available in the cooler insider your cabana. You may bring 1 outside cooler with non-alcoholic drinks and food. This cooler must be in the car that is in the covered parking spot and no other food/drink is allowed in from the general parking lot. Please note that this cooler is subject to search. NO solo cups are allowed. Please request cups from your cabana girl if needed. Note: cabana girls are only available on the weekends. Otherwise, cups can be obtained at the bar.
- No outside grills may be brought in. Gas grills (and gas) are included with the cabana rentals. You will need to bring grilling tools and any food to grill. If you do not want to bring your own food, we have an amazing onsite food truck with an extensive menu. View [withoutapaddlecafe.com](http://withoutapaddlecafe.com) to learn more.

UMBRELLAS & CHAIRS
- You may bring folding chairs and beach umbrellas. Guests at The Point may put up a pop-tent, but this is the only cabana that this is allowed at.
- No additional tents allowed.

DECOR
Wekiva Island does not allow confetti and water balloons as they have potential to pollute the river! Please do NOT tape to any display in any Cabana!
MUSIC
We ask that you please DO NOT play loud music and that you remain mindful of other guests on the Island. Low playing, family friendly music is allowed.

SMOKING
There is NO SMOKING under any tent or cabana, or within 25 feet of any building. This is fire code! You are free to smoke in open, secluded areas, we just ask that you be mindful and respectful of other guests and families.

DOGS
Dogs are welcome but must remain on a leash at all times.

VESSEL RENTALS
We hope you will enjoy our canoes, kayaks and paddle boards during your visit and explore the nature along Wekiva River! Rental pricing can be found at Wekivaisland.com. All renters must fill out our waiver. If you and your party are interested, we encourage you to complete the waiver in advance online at https://wekivaisland.com/visit-us/rates/.

No alcohol of any kind may be brought on Wekiva Island or the Wekiva River, this is the law.

Thank you!
Mary Sue Weinaug
Wekiva Paint Out
wekivapaintout.com

Keep Seminole Beautiful
Keepseminole.org
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